With the number of students going on to High School fencing teams and fencers getting ready for USFA (United States Fencing Association) competitions, students whose goal is to be competitive will require more than one lesson per week. This schedule and the number of classes offered will allow students to achieve this goal. Those students wishing to take additional classes during the session may take the next level higher for their second class. Ex: Students choosing Intermediate Foil 1 may take an Intermediate Foil 2 class as their additional class for that session, those taking #2 may take a #3 class in addition and so on. If there are any questions regarding the YMCA fencing program, contact Instructor Charles Hurley.

Please note: With the exception of Beginner Students, all fencers are encouraged to have electrical fencing equipment for class fencing. This improves the overall learning experience.

Preferred pricing will be offered on Multiple classes:
First Class = regular price
Second class in same session = 15% off
Each additional class = 20% off each

Electric fencing on Saturday night will still be 50% off if taken with another lesson class.